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Chapter 201 

201 Griffin 

| was happy, Ayla wanted to tell our families tomorrow it would make so many 
things easier on us. Lying when you're living in such a close community is 
difficult as we experienced when we were having our test- tasting dinner at 
Milo’s. Telling our families would take the edge off a little bit. Then in two 
weeks, we could finally tell the rest of the pack. We could finally start 
celebrating, being pregnant, and announcing the wedding date. Now the rest 
of the pack would understand why we wanted to marry so soon. 

| still shudder when | think back to the fight where Ayla told me she wasn’t 
interested in marrying me like this. It made sense she wanted to go bridal 
shopping outside of the pack ground. Weddings aren’t as common for us 
wolves as they are for people. So 

there aren’t any bridal stores on pack ground, there are somewhere you can 
get evening dresses. White ones too and all those 

other shades that to me look white but have 

different names. 

| should have known that there was no way that Ayla would not want to get 
one of those dresses. | should have known that she would want to go wedding 
dress shopping with her friends and family. We already had to rush the 
wedding, she wouldn’t have minded getting married after our pup was born. | 
could just acknowledge it and it would still get my last name. But | wanted to 
be a family in every way possible before our pup was born. Of course, being 
as wonderful and amazing as she is Ayla agreed. And | was sure she was 
excited about starting our future together in yet another way too. Joking about 
how we took ages to mark each other, and would now have a shotgun 
wedding. 

What caused her to be mad with me was that | figured it was a smart idea to 
tell her she could not go shopping for a wedding dress out of the pack ground. 
| don’t know what came over me. Or actually, | do, ever since Hannah was 
made rogue there have been rogue sightings. Up until Cynthia started working 



outside of the pack ground. We suspected the rogue sightings were Hannah 
trying to find her way in the human world. The timing just was a little off and | 
was the only one who said it. Even my parents didn’t think it was as 
suspicious as | thought it was. Feeling alone in my worry made me lash out. | 
could still hear the things Ayla told me. 

“If this marriage is all about you, and how you want it. What's the use in even 
getting married? We are already mated, this marriage is nothing other than a 
celebration to show the love between us. It’s not all about you!” It had been so 
long since she raised her voice at me. 

The worst thing was that this time she had a good reason too. | had gotten so 
tired of telling people, | was worried. Only to hear them tell me that it was in 
my head. That | needed to take care of myself since this must be the trauma 
speaking. People were quick to point out how badly | had been coping with 
Ayla being kidnapped. They were all so quick to push aside my worries about 
me not coping well again. That | stopped speaking of it. It was what caused 
me to tell Ayla, | would not let her go out to get a dress. Instead of voicing my 
concerns. And when | finally did it came out all wrong. 

“Because shit still isn’t safe, | don’t care that no one sees it. | love you with all 
that | am, you and our pup. | don’t care if no one not even you is on my side. | 
won't risk the two of you and you will not leave the pack ground alone until | 
can be sure it's safe out there.” The second the 

words left my mouth I knew how wrong | was. 
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The thing that really made my heart stop was Ayla taking the ring off her 
finger. 

“| love you Griffin, | always will and on most days you are the best mate | 
could ever wish for. Lately, you’ve changed you’re becoming too obsessed 
with my safety and you are taking parts of my life away 

away from me. Parts | am finally getting back after w me. Parts | am finally 
getting back after what David has done to me. You will never deem it safe 
enough for me to go out ever again. | wanted to 

marry like my grandparents had done, and everyone after them. To honor my 
human heritage, to be able to say | am Misses Taylor when we are among 



humans. Since you will never let me be again, there is no need to get married” 
She didn’t sound angry anymore, she sounded sad 

and broken. 

Defeated even and it broke my heart, | needed to fix it. And | did right away, 
not planning surprises with the big gestures she feels uncomfortable with. No, 
| just ran after her, grabbed her hands, and aaeh. fropt efher again. 
Teiggimertd Be er not to do t ‘Mold her all about my insecurities. | considered 
being overly cautious even if | still wanted to trust my gut feeling. | wanted to 
trust my instincts it is one of the things that set as apart from humans. That we 
still have survival instincts. Instincts that | have ignored only a handful of times 
and every time | did something bad happened. Just like | expected, but 
ignoring my instincts now meant that Ayla would still want to be with me. Still 
wants to marry me, that's a risk | need to take. The content is on  Read the 
latest chapter there! 

“You need to be sure Griffin, | never meant you could not still have your own 
opinion when we fought. | just didn’t agree with one decision you 

tried to make for me.” Ayla was talking to me and it snapped me out of my 
thoughts. 

There is no use to feeling bad about our fight. About thinking about what | 
should have done better, and regretting the decisions) made then. At ou Os 
lonwnas dle beter 26 promised her | would. All | could do now was to not lie to 
her and be honest. Like | told her | had one request | wanted to make. A way 
for me to still feel safe about her going out of the pack ground. The content is 
on  Read the latest chapter there! 

“Let's have lunch outside of the pack ground, we will have lunch somewhere 
close to the wedding dress shop. And when you are going dress shopping | 
can start looking for my suit. As do my groomsmen, you know to make sure 
Well Bckth 

Kpowindyouridad and granddad they 

probably want to match too." | told her and that much was true, there just was 
an extra reason why | wanted to have lunch and go suit shopping so close to 
where Ayla and the girls would be. As a matter of fact, Ayla now asking me if 
she could tell our families about the pregnancy two works sooner. Wasn't just 
good news because | was happy to tell them. It was the perfect excuse for 



me, but | was unsure what Ayla would feel about it. | couldn't lie to her either 
so | took a deep breath as | prepared myself to tell her. The content is on  
Read the latest chapter there! 

Chapter 202 

202 Ayla “I'm going to be honest with you, Darling.” | knew Griffin had 
something on his mind. Still, this time he was going to tell me, so this time | 
was going to listen not judge him. 

“| just love the idea of being close to you when you're not on the pack ground. 
| know that you don’t want me to be overprotective. That you don’t think there 
still is any threat. And | want you to feel that way. To feel safe, but | don’t and 
to see nobody else feels the way | do it scares me. | won’t bother you at all | 
promise, we can take separate cars back. | won’t mind link or text you. Unless 
you let me know you need me, that’s the only thing | want to feel like | can be 
there for you if we need to.” | can hear how scared he is, both for my safety 
and to disappoint me. 

| regret taking off my ring during that fight, mostly because of how deeply it 
hurt him. While | didn’t feel as threatened as Griff but as mates we needed to 
take care of each other. Make each other feel safe and loved, so | would not 
protest this. | would not tell him it was silly of 

him. 

“I'd like that too, baby, again | feel safe enough as it is. But having you closer 
feels even safer. Plus Dad and Grandpa will love being able to get a matching 
suit.” | honestly tell him, drawing my nails over his scalp the way he loves so 
much. 

He instantly relaxes, hugging me close and that is how we end up falling 
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asleep. We were cuddled up togetheandif finally felt like we were 



getting back to how we were. How we were supposed to be. | knew we were 
struggling a bit now, but it was because we both needed to come to terms with 
a lot of s hit. As long as we have each other though we will be alright. 

“What's the matter, Darling?” Griffin’s arms wrap me from behind me, his 
stubble scratching my skin where he nuzzles my mark. They're all comforting 
me, | feel stu pid for feeling a little down that some of my favorite jeans do not 
fit me anymore. | am not showing yet, since | am only ten weeks pregnant. My 
stomach is just a little bigger, not enough to see but enough for my jeans to be 
uncomfortable. | wanted to wear the. cute top, my mom sent me the other 
week. | cannot if | don’t have jeans to wear with them. 

“I'm bloated, soon | will be like a ball short and round. | just want to wear my 
cute new top. | have been wearing dresses this week just because they fit my 
stomach.” | sigh, | have always been one for wearing jeans and tops. 

| like my dresses on occasion but | am not one to wear dresses daily. 
Especially when | have a function now that requires me to wear dresses so 
often. Griffin just kisses the top of my head and walks off. For a moment | feel 
like he has nothing to say to reassure me. Because | am bloated and getting 
fat. But he is back seconds later with a hair tic. Kneeling in front of me he ties 
the hair tie to the button of the jeans | am wearing but couldn’t close. He 
pulled the tie through the buttonhole and 

attached it to the button again. Closing my jeans he kisses the waistband. 
Moving up placing kisses over my stomach. Swirling his tongue around my 
belly button. 
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“You're not bloated, you’re not going to be like a ball. What you are is drop-
dead gorgeous. The fact you are carrying our pup is only going to make you 
more beautiful.” If it had not been for his kisses, for the line his skillful tongue 
traced over my bare skin. 

Then his words would have surely made me want him. When got up | noticed 
he wasn’t fully dressed yet either. Normally the sight of him in a dress shirt, 
boxer shorts, and socks wouldn’t get me going. But his kisses, his tongue had 



turned me on, my desire only fueled by his words. Now the smell of his 
arousal mixed with mine, his erection making his shirt fall in a weird angle. 
Emphasizing how hard he was for me. Made me rub my thighs together 
desperate for some friction. 

“Darling we can’t, your” He started as this time | was the one to kneel down in 
front of him, freeing his hard co ck from his boxers. The second the tip of my 
tongue traced a path from the base to the tip of his co ck. The only thing he 
managed to mumble out was “Oh f uck” as his hand wrapped in my hair. 

Hollowing my cheeks | worked to take every inch of him. The sensations of his 
load moans, the pulling on my hair NEG of his a usaln] te wo in of his dick 
brushing against my lips as | bobbed my head up and down. And the 
hardness of his co ck, in my throat, making it harder to breathe had me 
delirious with lust. | Know we didn't have time that is why | decided to give him 
just a quick bl ow job. The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

Now my entire body was aching for his touch. The way | was positioned now 
made it so that Griffin could not touch me. Stead ing rayself Wath’Sne 
han¢\oMnisthig 4, | slipped my other hand into my jeans and started stroking 
myself. It wasn't nearly as good as being touched by Griffin felt but | needed to 
find some release. | had become delirious with want, leaving me breathless 
and dizzy. The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 
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Griffin pulled free from my mouth with a resounding plop. | whined at the loss 
of contact. Still, | could not stop playing with myself. | was so close and | 
needed more but not being able to touch Griffin anymore only made it harder 
on me. 

“Baby, come on | need to come, | want you to come” | whined squeezing my 
eyes shut to stay focused on the pleasure of my fingers stroking my cl it. 
Slipping into my wet pus sy. 

| missed Griffin pulling my jeans and panties down and lying on the floor next 
to me. Then ride me, baby, why use your hand when you can use my body to 
come? His voice was h oa rse and as strained with lust as mine was. Sending 
mor hiverscothust! throughNnpspihe, |‘wasted no time. | positioned myself on 
top of Griffin. Lining his hard co ck in underneath my throbbing pu ssy and 
then | lowered myself down on top of him. No warning, not holding back. He 
hissed in pleasure and surprise, his hands gripping my hips, guiding our 



movements to an even more frantic pace. He must be close his thrust got 
sloppier and his grip tighter. One hand moved from my hips to my breast. 
Pinching my swollen nipples and it was enough to make me scream out. 
Riding every last wave of my or ga sm, Griffin’s eyes rolled to the back of his 
head moaning. The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

“You're amazing, Darling” his or gasm followed mine closely. He was still 
holding me when he org asmed his erection had grown softer. But now before 
it was completely flaccid | could feel him grow hard again inside me. 
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Chapter 203 

203 Griffin 

There has hardly been enough time for me to show Ayla how crazy | still am 
about her. How attracted | still am to her, and will be to the day | die. We had 
been so busy and the stress of it all had caused a few arguments between us. 
When | kissed her stomach | meant to reassure her. | just could not help 
swirling my tongue over her stomach. That really was getting a little less 
toned. Just as | could not stop myself from getting hard from being so close to 
her. Because of the feel of her soft skin against my tongue and lips. And 
above all the smell of her arousal mixing with mine. 

| tried to be the wise one even when she knelt down in front of me. | was lost 
at the first touch of her tongue. | could no longer remember why we needed to 
hurry. It’s been so long since we were able to touch each other like this. It was 
like | was starved and she was offering me a buffet. She was moaning with 
me, every moan vibrating against my 

Co ck and like this, | would come in no time. Her getting turned on by the fact 
she was pleasuring me was exhilarating. It made me want her more, want to 
feel more of her wrapped around her co ck than just her p ussy. And then she 
wobbles slightly. Causing me to pull her hair harder but | knew she would only 
like that more. 

When | saw she slipped her hand inside her jeans, touching herself. Because 
she could no longer contain it, because she was as desperate for her release 
just from giving me a bl ow job was the last push. | didn’t care about being late 
anymore. | needed to be inside of her again. | rushed her out of her jeans not 



because | still realized | was in a hurry to go somewhere. No, because her 
needy whines that she wanted me, needed 
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me, telling me that | needed her. Made me hurry to give her what she wanted. 
All | need is to be inside of her. To be buried so deep inside of her that it 
would be impossible to tell which body belonged to her and which body 
belonged to mine. 

She was so eager, taking all of me at once, all | could do was grab her. hips. 
Hold her like | was guiding her when in reality | was holding on to a Goddess. 
When | pinched her nipple | felt her pu ssy contract around my c ock. Feeling 
her org asm will always be the biggest turn-on for me. And it now was the final 
straw, the reason my org asm followed her. | grew hard again before we even 
had time to catch our breath. This time | got up to jump under a short cold 
shower. When | was getting dressed again so did Ayla. Neither of us liked 
running late. 

and they would never 0 But being late to pick up your parents or parents-in-
law because we were too busy having sex on the floor of our walki 

closet would be a little closet v too awkward. It’s not like we would tell them, 
know where exactly we did have our fun. If we had not showered they would 
have just been able to smell the sex on our bodies. As would my parents 
would join us to the airport because we would now have a family lunch at a 
nice restaurant. 

| had Dillion and Colin go there ahead of me so that they could prepare the 
surprise | had for Ayla. A surprise | would give her during lunch, one to thank 
her for all that she has done for me. All that she is continuing to do. A much-
needed sign of my appreciation. Not that she feels taken for granted | know 
she doesn’t she just deserves all the praise and all the love. | had been 
planning this surprise for a long time. | planned to give it to her in a few 
weeks. When she told me of her plans for this afternoon, yesterday | knew it 
would be the perfect moment. 



As in a perfect moment to give her the surprise. The suddenness of the 
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plans and the fact it would not be on pack ground made it a lot more difficult 
though. Luckily enough both Ayla and | considered Gerald, Jessa, Dillion, and 
Collin na ily 198, Ayla even a dynedt ne 1S invite Techies Oe Now only had 
she grown fond of him. My future Beta and Gemma would be present. As 
would my cousin, Ayla’s sister-in-law, and Beta Krystel with Dan. Dean who 
was already struggling with not having found his mate yet, and the possibility 
of him needing to stop as the Gemma. When it was the position he not only 
loved but was thriving in. Would be the only one left out. The content is on  
Read the latest chapter there! 

He was a nice guy and | was surprised when Ayla told me he had confessed 
to her his attraction to me. She believed him, still | agreed that he stopped 
checking Wa ut th ne rae moment he,kgew | He ound my 

''tnate. Even when she hadn't ae me yet. His honesty spoke volumes. about 
his loyalty towards his Luna and Queen, to my mate. He was the perfect 
Gemma for Ayla, and above all seemed like a great person to be. around. If 
Ayla considered him close enough to tell him about our pregnancy. To call him 
a friend after such a short period of time. Then who was | to tell her no? The 
content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

More so because | had an ulterior motive if you could even call it that. It was 
more of an opportunity that arose. Ayla gave me a kiss that left my head 
spinning as she walked out of the bathroom. It pulled me from my thoughts 
and into the present. A present where | would rather not ruin the wonderful 
morning that we had. And the amazing lunch ahead of us with everyone we 
loved so much. 

Because | was more than excited to tell everyone about the fact that we were 
expecting our first pup. Mom knew because she went along with the 
pregnancy test. But other than a whispered congratulation in a hug. We have 
not spoken about it. When all | wanted to do for these last few weeks has 
been telling the world how happy Ayla makes me. With being 



herself and with the incredible gift she is giving me, giving us. That’s why 
when she told me what was on my mind | told her it was nothing. That, | was 
just excited for lunch, it wasn’t even a lie. | was, there were just a lot of other 
things on my mind. Things that made it hard for me to focus on anything. 

Things that made me wonder what Ayla would think if she would know exactly 
what was on my mind. She wouldn't though, | Yl make Suite 

pee AS time for her to know. Not until she was ready to, | was ready to. And 
with how much time we spent making love she didn’ t have the time to 
question me on it further. Which was a good thing because | could tell from 
her face that she was not sure if she would The content is on  Read the latest 
chapter there! 

believe me or not.  

Chapter 204 

204 Ayla 

We needed to rush to Isabella and Rodrick to get to the airport in time. 
Rodrick gave us a knowing wink. But it was fine, we were on time and if 
anything my parents—in—-law were happy to see how strong we still were. 
Isabella had an idea of why we wanted to have a family lunch. So she was 
teeming with excitement, to the point where Rodrick asked her what was 
going on with her twice. 

“Nothing sweets, I’m just happy to spend time with my family. You know how 
much | loved my family. My big family” Isabella beamed, making me giggle 
and making Rodrick shrug in confusion. 

He looked at Griffin for help, but my wonderful mate stared straight ahead. 
Like he didn’t see his father’s unspoken question. Even talking about work 
and politics to stop Rodrick from asking too many questions. And with the 
drive to the airport being short. Soon there was no room to ask any more 
questions. We got lucky my parents and grandparents loved Rodrick and 
Isabella. And the rest of the royal family. With me being Griffin’s mate and 
Dan being Krystel’s mate it was good both families loved each other. 

“What's with the welcoming committee?” Grandpa joked it was light- hearted. 



Still, ever since my kidnapping every one was a little on edge with unexpected 
situations like this. And | hated it, maybe us surprising them with this news 
would be their new references. Where they would think back to this joyous 
they when there would be an unexpected situation. 
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“lam wondering the same thing, but since my wife and daughter-in-law asked 
me too?” Rodrick shrugged. It was clear he was more than curious. to know 
what this was about. But like his son, he would do everything for his mate. 
And his family, and | was incredibly lucky, because not only did the families 
get along great. Rodrick and Isabella loved me as their daughter. Amidst all 
the chaos, of needing to recover in a pack | had not bounded with yet. They 
were a lifeline. | loved my parents and we had a great relationship. But the 
reality of my life now was that | could not see them every day. When my 
pregnancy progressed and | would go on pregnancy leave my mother could 
not be here for me every day. | know Isabella could be and she would be just 
as supportive. 

UVZZWYZ 

“We just wanted to surprise you with a family lunch,” Griffin said, | was happy 
he did. With an even voice too as if he was almost unbothered by it. 

“Then it’s a good thing your family decided to surprise you too” A familiar 
voice that | hadn’t heard for far too long sang over the arrival hall. 

“Aunt Katie, what are you doing here?” | jumped into my aunt’s arms. She was 
my father’s older sister. She was the second child, her mate was French. She 
had been extremely lucky to have met him. Pierre was the Alpha of one of the 
biggest French packs. Of course, Aunt Kate moved to his pack. The family 
missed her terribly but traveling between France and the States was difficult. 

“Your aunt missed her family, especially after all that happened,” Uncle Pierre 
told me. | had always liked him. 



Back when we were kids we would go to France and stay at the Lune des 
Pins pack for three weeks. We slept in the pack house and those 
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summer holidays were one of my best childhood memories. As busy as they 
were as the Alpha and Luna of the pack, they always made time to do things 
with us and my three cousins. We still e-mailed and texted a lot. We even 
video-called sometimes. | would have called them to tell them the news of my 
pregnancy. Now being able to tell them as | told my parents and grandparents 
was amazing. 

“If this is a family lunch then where are the others?” Kate asked. 

| looked at her big pregnant belly, It was so good to know that our pups would 
be close in age. Even with the distance between us now that we were living in 
separate packs. They would grow up together. We had traveled back and 
forth so often, and while | never wanted to take advantage of the perks that 
came with being the future Queen. It did make it easier to keep seeing my 
family. 

“He’s already at the restaurant so are the others” | answered my little sister. 

My voice cracked because | was nervous. | knew my family would be happy 
about the news. They would celebrate the news with me. But still telling them 
about my pregnancy made it so real. Grandma seemed to notice, but she 
didn’t say anything. She just took her hands in mine and squeezed it. 

Something was off, when we entered the restaurant all eyes were on me. On 
us, like they knew what we were. Griffin however was so very relaxed that he 
eased my worries. He always does, He doesn’t need to use his words to do 
so. He doesn’t even need to touch me, even if it helps when he does. Just his 
presence and his comfort would always be 
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The others were already seated at the table where we were supposed to have 
lunch. They were casually chatting. | was scared they knew what this was all 
about. 

We sat down, glad the restaurant didn't have an issue with two extra people. 
Looking at the smiling faces of my friends and family my nerves, disappeared. 
As did my worries about wee was-aobioh with Griffin, Alli Wa Grow was to 
share my news, our news with them. It was my biggest joy, my greatest 
happiness. Finding out | was pregnant was the most beautiful day of my life. 
Even better than finally accepting Griffin. Even better than finally being 
marked, or proposed to. Because this pregnancy would not have happened if 
it was not for all those beautiful days before the day | was told | was pregnant. 
The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

It did not take away from the happiness | felt on those days. It added to it, 
those days had all been the first chapters ohodostéryBeing pkegnant'now 
started a new chapter, one where we would raise our family like we both had 
always wanted to. Our family and friends would be elated for us, and their 
happiness would only enhance ours. The content is on  Read the latest 
chapter there! 

“Thank you all for joining us for lunch. The reason we wanted to have all of 
you together before | went wedding day shopping is:because we kot 
something for you. We are getting married in six months from now. Even with 
us being marked we are aware it seems a bit rushed. Today we can finally tell 
you why we are in such a hurry to get married.” The content is on  Read the 
latest chapter there! 

All eyes were on us, following my hand as | gently placed it on my stomach. 
Eyes full of question everyone here at the table knew | had gone into heat 
weeks ago. 
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“Griffin and | are ten weeks pregnant. So we are the reason we are 

getting married so soon. Is because we wanted to be married when our little 
pup comes into this world. So that we will all share the same last name” Griffin 
wrapped his arm around my shoulders as | told our loved 

ones. 

He kissed my temple as everyone rushed to congratulate us. And our world 
felt safe, complete, and full of love. If only Griffin could feel it. too. 

Chapter 205 
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Everyone was so happy for us like | knew they would be. Lunch was filled with 
talk about babies and families. Kate and Tim were ecstatic to know our pups 
would grow up together, close in age. They already started planning a family 
trip after both the first birthdays. Griffin seemed excited about the idea. And it 
made me feel like he was finally feeling more comfortable. Not as scared of 
something being out there to get to us as much anymore, and | loved it. | was 
having so much fun that | never realized after the main, no one came down to 
ask if we wanted a dessert. Not until a group of waiters came walking up to 
us. Carrying a huge pastel blue and pastel pink cake. 

There was a black velvet box on the tray with the cake, that the waiting staff 
placed in front of me. “Thank you for another dream come true” was written on 
the cake in silver cursive letters. | looked at Griffin through a hazy gaze, my 
eyes brimming with tears. Happy tears, because | was so grateful for how 
amazing this man was. He made me so happy, | was so glad | finally gave in. 
That he didn’t give up when | tried to push him away. To a wolf, nothing is 
worse than being rejected by their mate. But with David being my friend first, 
with all the betrayal, the bullying after it had broken me. Well beyond any 
measure, Griffin who was a dream come through. Would have seemed to be 
too good to be real if | did meet him first. But when | did get to meet him, with 
all my past | felt like | was constantly waiting for the other shoe to drop. 



Even after accepting him, | was still waiting, still scared. But he healed me, 
made me a stronger better version of myself. Close to the girl | was before 
David destroyed me, but even stronger than the girl | was before 
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that. It was me who should be thanking him every day for all he had done for 
me. All that he has given me. But instead, he was thanking me at every turn. 
Like the sweetheart he is. 

“Come on Sweetheart, open the gift then” Grandma prompted me because 
she was excited to see what Griffin had given me. 

And she was not the only one, my hand trembled as | unwrapped the ribbon 
tied around the black velvet box. In it was a beautiful silver necklace of a 
moon peaking out from behind the branches of a tree. | had seen necklaces 
like these that had the Tree of life on them. This necklace however had to be 
custom-made. Not only because of how intricate and elegant it was. But 
because the tree in front of the moon was the great white oak. My original 
pack was named after. The same tree my grandfather had tattooed on his 
arm. Two of the branches were adorned with my Griffin’s birthstones. The 
other branches had diamonds in them. 

“Griff, this is beautiful | don’t know what to say” | choked out getting emotional 
again. 

“lam glad you think so, Darling. Every time we have a pup you can take out a 
diamond and replace it with their birthstone. They and | will have a piece of 
jewelry made with that diamond in it on their sixteenth birthday.” Griff 
explained more of the meaning behind this amazing gift. 

It left me sobbing, unable to hold back my tears. Griffin hugged me, telling me 
how much he loved me again. How happy he was about our future together. 
telling me to take the entire afternoon to go shopping. My wedding dress 
appointment wasn’t for another two hours. He suggested | would get some 
clothes that would fit me better. Some maternity clothes perhaps. He didn’t 



whisper but | didn’t mind anymore that the entire table could hear. | had a bit 
of insecurity this morning. 
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Griffin well and truly showed me how beautiful he still thinks | am. His opinions 
are the only one that matters. Not to mention the fact that he was right. | was 
not getting round or fat, | was carrying our pup. And | should feel proud and 
honored to do so. 

| smiled when Dad, reached for his back pocket. | knew what he was going to 
do. He never liked giving gifts if he was not 100% sure it was something the 
other person liked. He would always get out his credit card and tell us to get 
ourselves something nice because we... whatever it was he wanted to give us 
something for. 

“Here, sweetheart, get some maternity clothes and something for the pup. 
You made your old man so proud and happy do you know that?” He asked, 
and despite how generous he was | couldn’t stop a sinall giggle from escaping 
me. 

“| know Dad, and | am sorry for laughing at you it’s just” “You always do this” 
Mom, Kate, and Dan answered for me as if they rehearsed it. 

Dad laughed along with us, while Rodrick expressed what a smart man my 
dad was. Because he always spends hours trying to find a gift not knowing 
what to get people. 

We kept laughing and joking as we ate the cake Griffin had gotten me. 

| was excited to go shopping for maternity clothes but at the same time, it felt 
a little eee fo) val Oweeks Gey ant and it was just a little bump. You could 
hardly see it with the naked eye. It just made closing my jeans uncomfortable. 
| was still doubting if | could not just The content is on  Read the latest chapter 
there! 
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“Darling, don’t you deserve this we’re still hoping for a big family right. So who 
knows how often you will get to wear these clothes” Griffin mind linked me. 

Seemingly knowing exactly what was on my mind without even being here 
with me. Mind linking when we were amongst humans was risky though. It left 
you unable t Fy seeO m1 

a ything\fon altGw econds. That wasn't the thing that stuck out most though. 
Our eyes would glaze over. Grandma has mentioned before how much it 
stands out when she still didn’t know she was a human. We are already a big 
and somewhat rowdy bunch. All with tattoo’s of our partners on the exact 
same place on our bodies. There really is no need for us to stand out more 
than we do. The content is on  Read the latest chapter there! 

When | get my vision back, | smile 

brightly, Figuring the fact that Mom and Jessa are holding me like they are 
afraid | would faint any second 

now. Until | blink Ries then: persqn standingin ront of me. They must have 
seen | just mindlinked, and while | am not alone | suddenly feel scared again. 
Hoping nothing bad will happen to me so | can go back to Griffin and tell him 
how sorry |am forever doubting him. How right he was about all of this still not 
being over. About the threats there still are from wolves | deemed not to be a 
problem to me anymore. The content is on  Read the latest 

chapter there! 

“Wait, Ayla don’t do anything crazy, don’t go mind linking that mate of yours 
not before | tell you what I have to say” The voice still makes me shudder, but 
this time | feel a pit of anger forming at their words, 


